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MONTGOMERY COUNTY HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION 

STAFF REPORT 

Address: 16101 Oak Hill Road, Silver Spring Meeting Date: 61442023 

Resource: Master Plan Site #15/52 Report Date: 6/7/2023 

(Edgewood II) 

Applicant: Steven Gudelsky Public Notice: 5/31/2023 

Review: HAWP Tax Credit: No 

Permit No.: 1028853 Staff: Dan Bruechert 

Proposal: Replace wood porch decking with AERATIS solid PVC decking 

STAFF RECOMMENDATION 

Staff recommends the HPC deny the HAWP application. 

ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION: 

SIGNIFICANCE: Master Plan Site #15/52, Edgewood II 

DATE: c. 1858 with later additions

Excerpt from Places from the Past: 

Originally built c.1858, Edgewood has strong historical associations with the Stablers, a prominent 

Quaker family associated with the settlement and agricultural development of Eastern Montgomery 

County in the 1800s. Robert Stabler built Edgewood about 1858 when he married. His father, Caleb, 

of Drayton, gave him the land. Robert was a prosperous farmer active in the Grange and one of the 

incorporators of the Sandy Spring Bank. The original dwelling was the 2½-story block, two rooms 

wide with a rear kitchen ell. Later, probably in the late 1800s, a new kitchen wing was added and the 

old kitchen converted into a dining room. About 1903, another rear wing was built, giving the house a 

roughly U-shaped plan. The dwelling is set within a grove of hardwood trees from which the property 

obtained its name. 
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Figure 1: Subject property shown with the yellow star. 
 

BACKGROUND 

 

On May 14, 2022, the HPC denied a HAWP at the subject property to replace the existing wood porch 

decking with Azek.1  The applicant appealed the HPC decision to the county Board of Appeals which 

heard the case in October 2022.  The Board of Appeals was evenly split 2-2, so the appeal was denied and 

the HPC’s decision was upheld.2   

 

On May 26, 2023, the HPC heard a preliminary consultation3 to consider and provide feedback on the 

proposal to remove the existing, wood, porch decking and install Aeratis tongue and groove decking in its 

place.  The applicant provided a material sample of the Aeratis for the HPC to evaluate at the hearing.  

The Commissioners present asked several questions about the installation method and trim available.  A 

majority of the HPC stated they could support approving a HAWP application for this material alteration. 

 

PROPOSAL 

 

The applicant proposes to replace the existing wood porch flooring with Aeratis porch flooring at the 

subject property. 

 

 

 
1 The Staff Report and HAWP application are available here: https://montgomeryplanning.org/wp-

content/uploads/2022/05/I.D-16101-Oak-Hill-Road-Sandy-Spring-990754.pdf.  The hearing is available here: 

https://mncppc.granicus.com/MediaPlayer.php?publish_id=f36bd3dd-d77b-11ec-bbb4-0050569183fa.   
2 The Board of Appeals opinion is available here: 

https://www.montgomerycountymd.gov/BOA/Resources/Files/pdf/opinions/2022/A-6760.PDF.   
3 The Staff Report and application materials are available here: https://montgomeryplanning.org/wp-

content/uploads/2023/05/III.A-16101-Oak-Hill-Road-Silver-Spring.pdf and the recording of the hearing is available 

here: https://mncppc.granicus.com/MediaPlayer.php?publish_id=003eeffd-faff-11ed-95dd-0050569183fa.  
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APPLICABLE GUIDELINES 

 

When reviewing alterations and new construction at Master Plan Sites several documents are to be 

utilized as guidelines to assist the Commission in developing their decision. These documents include 

Montgomery County Code Chapter 24A (Chapter 24A) and the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for 

Rehabilitation (Standards). The pertinent information in these documents is outlined below. 

 

Montgomery County Code; Chapter 24A-8 

 

(a) The commission shall instruct the director to deny a permit if it finds, based on the evidence and 

information presented to or before the commission that the alteration for which the permit is 

sought would be inappropriate, inconsistent with or detrimental to the preservation, enhancement 

or ultimate protection of the historic site or historic resource within an historic district, and to the 

purposes of this chapter. 

 

(b) The commission shall instruct the director to issue a permit, or issue a permit subject to such 

conditions as are found to be necessary to ensure conformity with the purposes and requirements 

of this chapter, if it finds that: 

 

(1) The proposal will not substantially alter the exterior features of an historic site or historic                            

resource within an historic district; or 

 

(2) The proposal is compatible in character and nature with the historical, archeological,           

architectural or cultural features of the historic site or the historic district in which an historic 

resource is located and would not be detrimental thereto or to the achievement of the 

purposes of this chapter; or 

 

(3) The proposal would enhance or aid in the protection, preservation and public or private 

utilization of the historic site or historic resource located within an historic district in a 

manner compatible with the historical, archeological, architectural or cultural value of the 

historic site or historic district in which an historic resource is located; or 

 

(4) The proposal is necessary in order that unsafe conditions or health hazards be remedied; or 

 

(5) The proposal is necessary in order that the owner of the subject property not be deprived of   

reasonable use of the property or suffer undue hardship; or 

 

             (6)  In balancing the interests of the public in preserving the historic site or historic resource 

located within an historic district, with the interests of the public from the use and benefit of 

the alternative proposal, the general public welfare is better served by granting the permit. 

 

(c) It is not the intent of this chapter to limit new construction, alteration or repairs to any 1 period or 

architectural style. 

 

Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation: 

 

The Secretary of the Interior defines rehabilitation as “the act or process of making possible a compatible 

use for a property through repair, alterations, and additions while preserving those portions or features, 

which convey its historical, cultural, or architectural values.” The Standards are as follows: 

 

2. The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal of historic 

materials or alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property shall be avoided. 
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6. Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than replaced.  Where the severity of 

deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature will match the old in 

design, color, texture and, where possible, materials. Replacement of missing features will be 

substantiated by documentary and physical evidence.   

 

9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy historic materials 

that characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated from the old and shall be 

compatible with the massing, size, scale, and architectural features to protect the historic integrity 

of the property and its environment. 

 

STAFF DISCUSSION: 

 

The subject property is the Edgewood II Master Plan Site. The historic house consists of the original c. 

1858 2 ½-story dwelling to the south and a later rear wing addition, constructed c. 1903, to the north. The 

original dwelling fronts on Spencerville Road to the south, while the north wing is accessed via Oak Hill 

Road from the west (now experienced as the front). 

 

The applicant proposes to replace the existing wood porch flooring on both the south (original dwelling) 

and west (north addition) porches with Aeratis tongue and groove porch flooring. The application states 

that the work is being proposed due to continuing rot and deterioration, requiring several previous 

replacements.  Staff has conducted multiple site visits and can confirm that the tongue and groove porch 

flooring is showing signs of rot and deterioration.  The Staff presentation at the Preliminary Consultation 

included several photos of the existing porch condition and the HPC concurred with Staff’s finding that 

the existing porch floor was showing signs of rot and mold growth. 

 

At the Preliminary Consultation, the applicant presented a sample board of an installed Aeratis tongue and 

groove flooring section in both narrow (3 1/8”) and wider (6”) floorboards.  The HPC asked the applicant 

about both the installation method and any trim or fasteners.  Aeratis recommends the boards are nailed 

into the joist using a pneumatic nailer with T or L-headed nails or using a pneumatic flooring stapler with 

flooring staples.  Either method will result in an appearance with no visible fasteners because the groove 

of the subsequent floorboard will cover the tongue and fastener. 

 
Figure 2: Installation diagram from Aeratis installation guide: 

https://www.aeratis.com/pdf/Aeratis_TNG_Installation_Guide.pdf. 

 

Because the sample board was developed to show the HPC the floorboards, the boards did not include the 

available trim pieces.  Aeratis offers both a quarter-round piece for installation at the intersection of the 

building and porch decking and a “chamfer nosing” to be installed at the exposed end of the decking (see 

below).  Staff finds the appearance of the exposed edge is not as tight as a wood tongue and groove floor 

and recommends the trim be installed in any approvable application. 
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Figure 2: The chamfer nosing trim piece can cover the exposed ends of the tongue and groove flooring. 

 

As reinforced in the Preliminary Consultation, Staff has consistently maintained that wood is a widely 

available material that can be replaced in-kind at County Master Plan sites.  This is the preservation 

standard widely upheld by the National Park Service, the Maryland Historical Trust, and by this office 

since the creation of the program in 1979. The sites are listed on the Master Plan for their “individual 

distinction,” as opposed to districts that are designated for their significance for representing the historical 

development of the County.  These Master Plan sites are reviewed under Chapter 24A and the Secretary 

of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation.  Standard 6 states that deteriorated distinctive materials 

should be replaced with a material that matches the “design, color, texture, and, where possible, 

materials.” Staff finds that the porch flooring is a ‘distinctive’ material.  Following the guidance of 

Standard 6, Staff find that there is a material that can satisfy all of the criteria and that is milled tongue 

and groove wood.   

 

Staff acknowledges that the quality of some of the most widely available wood has degraded over the last 

several decades.  Old-growth forests can no longer be harvested, and the wood harvested today is selected 

for its ability to grow quickly and straight.  The historically available wood which had tight growth rings 

and, as a result, was more durable than the wood that is available today.  The density and durability of the 

old wood is why there are 200-year-old windows that still function well (with occasional maintenance), 

but 30-year-old windows need to be replaced.   

 

There are several ways to use contemporary wood and extend its lifespan.  The first consideration is the 

wood species.  Some species like Southern Yellow Pine are not very durable and are likely to degrade 

very quickly.  Species like Cedar or Redwood resist rot and bug infestation because of the resin naturally 

in the wood.  Additionally, tropical species like Ipe or Teak or Mahagony are widely available.  These 

more durable wood species cost more and may have difficulty receiving a painted finish.  Newly treated 

wood, such as Accoya, use an acetylation process that chemically seasons the wood, with no additive 

materials or binders, resulting in a more durable and water-resistant product. Second, wood needs to be 

appropriately prepped before it is installed.  It can be seasoned so the interior moisture is consistent with 

the surrounding atmosphere.  Third, the wood can also be primed or stained and sealed on all six sides 

before it is installed, which creates a barrier around the wood that limits water and pest infiltration.    

 

The National Park Service published “Preservation Briefs 45: Preserving Historic Wood Porches”4 in 

2006 to address this specific issue.  In discussing plastics and composites, the brief states, “the historical 

significance of a particular property and its porch influences decisions regarding possible use of substitute 

materials.  In general, greater emphasis is placed on authenticity and material integrity when maintaining 

and repairing individually significant historic properties.” The brief reiterates that the wood available 

 
4 The full text of the Preservation Briefs is available here: https://www.nps.gov/orgs/1739/upload/preservation-brief-

45-wood-porches.pdf.   
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today is different than the wood available historically.   

 

 
Figure 3: From Preservation Briefs 45: Preserving Historic Wood Porches, 2006. 

 

Regardless of the species selected, the wood will need a cyclical maintenance plan in place to ensure that 

it is inspected on a regular basis and repaired and re-painted as needed.  In discussions with the applicant, 

Staff suggested the applicant consider Accoya.  Accoya is wood that is treated with a proprietary 

chemical blend to significantly extend its life.  The applicant considered the material but rejected it 

primarily because of its initial costs and the maintenance necessary to preserve its appearance. 

 

The applicant proposes to replace the existing porch decking with Aeratis.  Aeratis is a solid PVC wood 

substitute that comes available in a tongue and groove configuration.  It has been approved by the HPC in 

select instances for buildings in historic districts in Montgomery County; however, the instances where it 

has been approved were limited to locations where the Aeratis did not connect to historic fabric (i.e. on a 

rear deck adjacent to a non-historic addition or a Non-Contributing Resource).  Additionally, Aeratis touts 

that it has been installed on several historic buildings and includes examples on its website (examples 

attached to the application).  The full context of these reviews is not included, so Staff cannot draw a 

larger conclusion from these examples.  It is not known or presented that these examples were utilized for 

properties that were required to comply with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation 

or for compliance with a local regulatory review board, and what criteria were used to designate the 

property at the local/national level.  

 

Staff reached out to colleagues at the National Park Service’s Technical Preservation Service to solicit 

their position on Aeratis specifically (and replacement porch materials generally) as it relates to the 
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federal rehabilitation tax credit review.  They were unable to identify a tax credit project where Aeratis 

and been proposed and approved.  However, they also indicated there are instances where applicants are 

encouraged to not use wood and instead use an appropriate substitute material for high-exposure elements 

that are to have a painted finish (i.e. historic storefronts).  Staff notes, however, that the review conducted 

for the rehabilitation tax credit applies only the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation in 

their review. 

 

Staff is aware of some additional benefits to using Aeratis.  Because it is a solid material, it will not swell 

across its width as it absorbs moisture, as wood does.  Additionally, because it is solid, it feels denser and 

more like wood than cellular PVC materials (i.e. Azek).  Some products in Aeratis’ line take an applied 

finish better than any of the other identified substitute materials, which means it can be painted.  Lastly, 

the applied faux grain finish on Aeratis is one of the least pronounced of the manufactured decking 

products, which means that when it is painted it has the closest appearance to painted wood.   

 

But, Aeratis is still not wood. 

 

The applicant argues that because the existing wood porch failed so quickly, replacing it in kind would be 

an exercise in futility.  Staff acknowledges the applicants’ frustration with the effort and expense 

associated with replacing the wood porches and their rapid degradation.  Staff also recognizes the subject 

property has been designated as significant to the County’s history by the County Council, and that 

designation includes additional regulatory requirements on the property to preserve the historically 

significant features, materials, and character.  This work often requires more expensive materials and/or 

more frequent maintenance.  The County Council adopted the County Historic Preservation Tax Credit to 

reduce the financial burden on owners of historic properties in the county.  The credit provides a 25% 

credit for the repair or replacement of historic features on the owners' property tax bill.   

 

Staff also recognizes that wood decking will develop a patina with time and use.  The edges of natural 

products tend to soften and erode over time.  This is the case with masonry, metals, and even wood.  A 

well-trod porch will smooth out the paint and the wood surface instead of looking like it was installed 

yesterday, which is the case for many substitute materials. 

 

Evaluating the proposal under Chapter 24A of County Code, Staff finds the proposal to change the wood 

porch decking to Aeratis is an inappropriate substitute material and recommends the HPC deny the 

HAWP under 24A-8(a).  Staff finds that the proposed porch replacement will substantially alter the 

exterior features of a historic resource, contra 24A-8(b)(1).  Staff additionally finds the proposed material 

is not a compatible substitute for wood decking, contra 24A-8(b)(2).  Staff does not find the proposed 

work will provide additional protection for the site (24A-8(b)(3)) nor that the existing condition is unsafe 

or a health hazard as generally understood (24A-8(b)(4)).  Staff finds that property owners will not be 

deprived of reasonable use or suffer “undue hardship” of their property (24A-8(b)(5)) if the HAWP is not 

approved.  And finally, Staff does not find that in applying a balancing test, the public is not better served 

by granting the permit, per 24A-8(b)(6).   

 

In applying the Standards, Staff finds the porch replacement would be detrimental to the character of the 

property (per Standard 2) and that the work runs counter to Standard 6 which requires the repair or 

replacement in-kind of significant deteriorated features.  Staff recommends a durable wood species be 

selected to replace the porch decking.   

 

At the Preliminary Consultation, a majority of the Commissioners indicated they could support the 

proposal provided outstanding concerns were satisfied.  The HPC could consider the building’s 

architectural style and significance coupled with the applicants’ due diligence to find a material that 

would provide more durability with an appearance similar to painted wood.  The subject property is a 

farmhouse designated for its association with a prominent family from the early 19th century and as an 
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example of Greek Revival/vernacular architecture constructed over several periods.  Edgewood II is not 

high-style architecture where the porches are integral to the design and style of the house as might be the 

case with a Queen Anne or another revival style.  Instead, they are simply detailed and exist to create a 

raised platform away from the elements to access the raised doors.  Additionally, the porch floorboards 

have been replaced at least twice as documented by photographs dating from the 1970s to the present. 

While Staff finds the porch flooring is a significant feature, the HPC could determine that the horizontal 

decking is not a significant character-defining feature and utilizing a substitute material with a painted 

finish, would not detract from the house’s significance.   

 

If the HPC determines that the porch decking is not a significant feature, approving the HAWP could be 

supported by 24A-8(b)(1) and (2).  Should the HPC come to this conclusion, Staff recommends the HPC 

include a condition for approval that the applicant uses the “Aeratis Traditions” product line: 

https://www.aeratis.com/products/aeratis-traditions/.  The Traditions line requires a painted or stained 

finish and has the highest level of paint adhesion, whereas the Legacy and Heritage lines can be painted 

but have a factory-applied finish.   

 

 

STAFF RECOMMENDATION 

 

Staff recommends that the Commission deny the HAWP application under the Criteria for Issuance in 

Chapter 24A-8(a), having found that the proposal would be inappropriate, inconsistent with, and 

detrimental to the preservation, enhancement, and ultimate protection of the historic resource and is 

incompatible in character with the historic resource and the purposes of Chapter 24A; 

 

and with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation #2, #6, and #9. 
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APPLICATION FOR
HISTORIC AREA WORK PERMIT 

HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION 
301.563.3400

APPLICANT:

Name: ___________________________________    E-mail: _________________________________

Address: _________________________________  City: ________________ Zip:____________ 

Daytime Phone: ___________________________  Tax Account No.: _________________________ 

AGENT/CONTACT (if applicable):

Name: ___________________________________    E-mail: _________________________________

Address: _________________________________  City: ________________ Zip:____________ 

Daytime Phone: ___________________________  Contractor Registration No.: _______________ 

LOCATION OF BUILDING/PREMISE: MIHP # of Historic Property___________________________

Is the Property Located within an Historic District? 

Is there an Historic Preservation/Land Trust/Environmental Easement on the Property? If YES, include a 
map of the easement, and documentation from the Easement Holder supporting this application.

Are other Planning and/or Hearing Examiner Approvals /Reviews Required as part of this Application? 
(Conditional Use, Variance, Record Plat, etc.?) If YES, include information on these reviews as 
supplemental information. 

Building Number: ________________ Street: ______________________________________________ 

Town/City: __________________________ Nearest Cross Street: __________________________________ 

Lot: ____________ Block: ___________ Subdivision: _______ Parcel: _____

TYPE OF WORK PROPOSED: See the checklist on Page 4 to verify that all supporting items 
for  proposed work are submitted with this application. Incomplete Applications will not 
be accepted for review. Check all that apply:
� New Construction
� Addition
� Demolition
� Grading/Excavation

� Deck/Porch
� Fence
� Hardscape/Landscape
� Roof

� Shed/Garage/Accessory Structure
� Solar
� Tree removal/planting
� Window/Door
� Other:__________________

I hereby certify that I have the authority to make the foregoing application, that the application is correct
and accurate and that the construction will comply with plans reviewed and approved by all necessary
agencies and hereby acknowledge and accept this to be a condition for the issuance of this permit.

Signature of owner or authorized agent Date

For Staff only:
HAWP#______________
Date assigned_______

__Yes/District Name_________________
__No/Individual Site Name_________________
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I6I0I Oak Hill Road

Silver Spring, MD 20905

Phone: 301-622-5272

Fax: 301-622-9871

May 22, 2023

Rebeccah Ballo

Historic Preservation Supervisor
Montgomery County Planning Department

2425 Reedie Drive, 13^'' Floor
Wheaton, MD 20902

Rebeccah,

Per your request, I have attached pricing on the Accoya Decking as compared to two sizes of the

Aeratis Decking that we are proposing. The price shown on the Aeratis would be the final price
as one is painted and the paintable type gives a rebate on the paint so there would be no
additional cost. The price of the Accoya and paint plus labor to finish it is double the cost of
Aeratis. We did not get all the estimates until recently, so we could not get them to get to you
sooner and we will bring the mockup samples to the meeting.

You wanted quotes and warranty information for various hardwoods. We only received a quote
on the Accoya as this was the product we discussed as having longevity, but from our previous
letter and information we sent to you, it needs extensive upkeep to keep it in good condition and
we are looking for a product that will not require the expense of labor-intensive methods to keep
the porch from rotting away again. Your email also stated that applicants will install cedar,
cypress or Ipe. I found an article from a woodworker who gives the typical lifespan of wood if
exposed to the elements and white cedar has a 2-year lifespan, red cedar is 3 to 5 years, and

cypress has a 3-year lifespan. This is exactly what we are trying to get away from, something
that will deteriorate quickly. HPC emphasizes the use of like materials and I am not sure that Ipe
is a historical feature of the homes in Montgomery County. That being said, they recommend the
use of an UV Oil Product on the Ipe and as I watched a demo video on this product, Ipe was
coated with an UV Oil to keep it from graying, but within 12 weeks, much of the color had
bleached out. We would not want to put it on the porches in its natural form as it turns an ugly
uneven gray and even with the UV Oil coating it bleaches out quickly in the sun and would have
uneven tones as the sun does not reach all areas of the porches evenly. The maintenance would
also be labor intensive, much like the Accoya product.

Also, I am attaching another article from This Old House that endorses Aeratis and they mention

a huge restoration of a home in the downtown historic district of New Canaan, CT. A separate
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Marc Elrich
 County Executive

Rabbiah Sabbakhan 
Director

HISTORIC AREA WORK PERMIT APPLICATION 

Application Date: 4/24/2023

Application No: 1028853
 AP Type: HISTORIC 

 Customer No: 1433342

2425 Reedie Drive, 7th Floor. Wheaton. MD 20902. (240)777-0311. (240)777-6256 TTY
 

www.montgomerycountymd.gov/dps

 

DEPARTMENT OF PERMITTING SERVICES
 
 

Comments
We have attached the ACCOYA Decking Care Guide showing the extensive care required. We also attached literature from the AERATIS website giving many
examples of AERATIS being used at historic sites including testimonials, and an article from This Old House.

 
 
Affidavit Acknowledgement
The Homeowner is the Primary applicant 

 This application does not violate any covenants and deed restrictions
 
 
Primary Applicant Information

Address 16101 OAK HILL RD
 SILVER SPRING, MD 20905

Homeowner Gudelsky (Primary)
Homeowner Barry
Homeowner Gudelsky

 
 
Historic Area Work Permit Details
Work
Type

RESREP

Scope
of
Work

Porch floors replaced several times in the past. They continue to rot as the porch roofs do not protect the porches when it rains. Proposing to replace the
floors with AERATIS. We believe AERATIS to be the best solution to keep historic character of exterior and also eliminating necessity of replacing porch
flooring every few years. AERATIS website gives many examples of its use at historic sites and how appearance is like wood to match historic character
of building. We research ACCOYA but found it to be costly and very labor intensive for its upkeep.
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